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Exam question 

 

Please answer the following questions in connection with the following case scenarios. In 

answering the questions, you are to apply English law of contract. Question 2 is to be 

answered only by Master’s level students (not Bachelor’s level students). Thus, Master’s level 

students must answer questions 1, 2 and 3; Bachelor’s level students must only answer 

questions 1 and 3.  

 

In grading the answer, the questions will be weighted as follows. For Bachelor’s level 

students, the answers to questions 1 and 3 will be weighted equally. For Master’s level 

students, the answers to questions 1 and 3 will count for approximately 80% of the final grade 

(each answer counting approximately 40%), while the answer to question 2 will count for 

approximately 20%.  

 

Overall guidance notes: 

 

This is the first time in this course in which students have been allowed to take into the exam 

room any written materials (in hardcopy) they want. An “open book” exam does not test 

students’ memory to the same degree as prior exams have. Nonetheless, this exam is fairly 

challenging because it requires students to tackle a relatively large number of issues in a four-

hour period. Thus, in order to tackle the exam well, students need to have good prior 

knowledge of the subject or be able to navigate quickly and efficiently in the written materials 

they have brought with them. 

 

The exam questions cover legal rules and doctrines that are central to English law of contract 

and have been dealt with quite extensively in the course lectures. 

 

Given that students are able to have access to all of their lecture notes, plus textbook(s) etc., 

they are expected to provide more extensive references to relevant case law than has been the 

case in previous exams. 

 

 

1. In January 2014, a company, Luxury Flats (LF), engages a building company, Better 

Homes (BH), to renovate a residential apartment owned by LF. The apartment is in Liverpool, 

England. It is, at the time, rented out to a businessman, Donald Bucks (DB) on a lease running 

for the ensuing 5 years. Under the lease agreement, either party may withdraw from the 

agreement upon giving 3 months’ notice of their intention to withdraw. The terms of the 

engagement and renovation project are laid down in a written contract. Under the contract, the 

renovation is to be completed by 31 December 2014. The amount payable to BH on 

completion of the renovation is stipulated as £45,000. The renovation is also supposed to be 

carried out such that DB can continue to live in the apartment without significant discomfort. 

DB is informed of, and agrees to, the renovations.  

 



In March 2014, after 2 months of renovations, DB is annoyed by the dust and noise created by 

the renovations and complains to LF that these disturbances go beyond what he expected. LF 

replies that it will reduce the monthly rental rate that DB has to pay, by 30%. DB is initially 

satisfied with this reduction. However, by October, DB has become fed up with the 

disturbances and he gives notice to LF that he will move out of the apartment in early 

November and quit the lease agreement then. LF informs DB that he may quit the agreement 

despite the lack of 3 months’ notice but that DB must pay LF for the full rent due for the 

period from March until November. DB resists this demand. 

 

In February 2014, BH looks around for sub-contractors that can carry out particular 

specialized parts of the renovation and also supply some of the building materials needed. 

Over the past 10 years, BH has exclusively used a firm Reliable Suppliers (RS) to supply it 

with kitchen and bathroom tiles. The relationship between BH and RS has been close and 

cordial, and orders from BH have generated approximately 40% of RS’s income, but the 

cooperation has never been set out in a written contract. In February, BH sees an offer from 

another company Good Alternatives (GA) for the supply of tiles, at a considerably cheaper 

price than what RS can offer. BH then informs RS that it will no longer be using RS as 

supplier. RS protests and claims that BH is precluded by both contract and promissory 

estoppel from bringing an end to their business relationship. 

 

The offer from GA to BH is stated as being a “firm offer” that will stand for 5 days. Before 

BH formally accepts the offer, GA withdraws it after 3 days and replaces it with another offer 

that is not as financially favourable for BH. The second offer contains clauses stipulating that 

any increased costs in procuring the tiles will be passed on to BH and that the terms of the 

offer “shall prevail over any terms and conditions in the buyer’s order”. BH faxes an order to 

GA stating that it will purchase the tiles “according to the terms and conditions set out in this 

order”. The order does not contain a clause to the effect that BH will bear any increased costs 

in procuring the tiles. GA sends back a fax stating that “your order is acknowledged”. When 

GA later supplies the tiles, it claims an extra amount to cover increased procurement costs. 

BH disagrees that it should pay for these costs. BH also argues that GA was wrong to 

withdraw from its first offer before the 5 days were up.  

 

By November, BH has completed most of the renovations – all that it has left to do is to 

install an alarm system that will cost £500. BH and LF then have a disagreement over the 

quality of the renovation work that has been carried out. BH withdraws from the project 

without completing the installation of the alarm system, and claims for the cost of the work it 

has done on a quantum meruit basis. LF disagrees that BH can claim for this cost.  

 

(i) Advise LF in its dispute with DB. 

(ii) Advise RS in its dispute with BH. 

(iii) Advise BH in its dispute with GA. 

(iv) Advise LF in its dispute with BH. 

 

Guidance notes: 

 

(i) LF v DB 

A good answer would note that the dispute concerns LF’s claim for the arrears in rental 

payments, not DB’s intention to withdraw from the lease prior to the three month notice 

requirement. Regarding the latter, DB can be said to have waived that requirement. The 

outcome of the dispute regarding arrears depends on the application of the doctrine of 



promissory estoppel: if the doctrine does apply, LF will be prevented from claiming the 

arrears. A good answer would briefly mention the four requirements listed in the High Trees 

case for the doctrine to apply: (1) a pre-existing contractual relationship exists between LF 

and DB; (2) LF makes a clear promise that it will not fully enforce its legal rights under that 

contract; (3) LF intends the promise to be relied upon and DB does in fact rely upon it; (4) it 

would be inequitable for LF to resile from its promise. In this situation, the first two 

requirements are clearly met. Less certain is whether the third and fourth requirements are 

satisfied. The crucial test with respect to these latter requirements is whether DB has altered 

his original position in reliance upon LF’s promise so that he would be prejudiced if LF were 

to resile from its promise: see, e.g., Emmanuel Ayodei Ajayi v. RT Briscoe (Nigeria) Ltd. 

(1964). We do not have sufficient information to determine this matter conclusively, but it is 

quite likely that the test would be met. Of particular relevance here is that the renovations are 

still going on and there has been, accordingly, no “normalisation” of the background 

circumstances for the lease agreement.  

 

(ii) RS v BH 

A good answer would conclude that RS has little if any chance of winning its claims against 

BH were the claims to be tested in court. The fact situation parallels that of the case Baird 

Textile Holdings Ltd. v. Marks & Spencer plc [2001] in which similar claims by the plaintiff 

were rejected by the Court of Appeal. A very good answer would cite the above case, which is 

mentioned at several points in the main textbook for the course and in Poole’s Casebook on 

Contract Law (although not in the lecture notes that I have issued). Elaborating, RS’ claim 

that there is a contract would likely be rejected for lack of certainty in its putative terms 

(similarly to the situation in Baird Textile, there would appear to be no objective criteria for 

determining price and quantity of building materials). And RS’ claim regarding estoppel 

would be rejected due to the lack of a pre-existing contract.  

 

(iii) BH v GA 

A good answer would note that there are two issues: (1) whether GA can withdraw its initial 

offer; (2) whether BH has to pay for the extra procurement costs. Regarding the first issue, 

GA can withdraw its offer even if expressed as “firm”, as long as withdrawal occurs before 

BH has accepted the offer: see, e.g., Routledge v. Grant (1828). BH has not accepted the first 

offer before GA revokes it. Thus, the first offer is no longer legally relevant. Regarding the 

second issue, a good answer would note that the situation here has parallels to the famous 

“battle of the forms” case: Butler Machine Tool Co. Ltd. v. Ex-Cell-O-Corp. Ltd. (1979). 

Applying the reasoning in that case, it is highly likely that BH’s fax is to be regarded as a 

counter-offer that overrides GA’s second offer, and that GA has accepted the counter-offer in 

its fax acknowledging BH’s order. Thus, it is highly likely that BH does not have to pay for 

the extra procurement costs. 

 

(iv) LF v BH 

A good answer would first note that the contract involves payment of a lump sum of £45,000 

upon completion of the renovations, which includes installing the alarm system. Secondly, it 

would note that BH appears to have abandoned the contract completely – i.e., BH evidences 

no intention to resume work, thus leaving LF with no choice but to finish the alarm system 

installation itself. In light of these facts, a good answer would note that BH will most likely be 

unable to claim the cost of its prior partial performance of the contract on a quantum meruit 

basis, citing Sumpter v. Hedges (1898) as support. However, a very good answer would also 

note that BH may be able to claim the full contract price minus the cost of installing the alarm 

system, on the basis of an argument that BH has substantially performed its obligations, citing 



Hoenig v Isaacs (1952) as support. [In that case, Denning LJ held: “When a contract provides 

for a specific sum to be paid on completion of specified work, the Courts lean against a 

construction of the contract which would deprive the contractor of any payment at all simply 

because there are some defects or omissions. The promise to complete the work is therefore 

construed as a term of the contract, but not as a condition. It is not every breach of that term 

which absolves the employer from his promise to pay the price, but only a breach which goes 

to the root of the contract, such as an abandonment of the work when it is only half done. 

Unless the breach does go to the root of the matter, the employer cannot resist payment of the 

price. He must pay it and bring a cross-claim for the defects and omissions, or alternatively 

set them up in diminution of the price. The measure is the amount which the work is worth 

less by reason of the defects and omissions, and is usually calculated by the cost of making 

them good …”] Even if there is some dispute about the quality of the renovations work, there 

is little doubt that BH has carried out the overwhelming proportion of its obligations – i.e., 

BH has not abandoned the work when it is only half done.  

 

 

2. In April 2014, during the above-described renovation process, LF sees displayed in an 

interior magazine a stylish concrete finish for a bathroom wall. LF then contacts BH to say 

that it wants the same sort of finish for the bathroom of the apartment. BH meets with a firm 

Clever Concrete (CC) to ask if it has the equipment that can deliver the specified finish. A 

representative for CC looks cursorily at the photos in the magazine. She then states that CC 

has a special device for spraying concrete on walls and that, while “we have never tried to use 

the device for the finish” desired by LF, the device can, “in her opinion, definitely deliver that 

finish”. BH then enters into a contract with CC for the work on the bathroom walls. CC 

carries out the work but the device it uses does not deliver the desired finish.  

 

Advise HB as to whether it can sue CC for misrepresentation. Assuming it can sue for 

misrepresentation, advise HB as to the damages it may claim under section 2 of the 

Misrepresentation Act 1967. Explain your answers. 

 

Guidance notes: 

Regarding HB’s ability to sue for misrepresentation, this depends on whether CC’s statement 

to HB is (i) a mere representation (as opposed to term of the contract), (ii) an untrue statement 

of fact (as opposed to an opinion), (iii) intended to induce HB to enter into the contract and 

(iv) did constitute inducement. From the facts, there is little difficulty in arguing that criteria 

(i), (iii) and (iv) are satisfied; more problematic is criterion (ii). A good answer would refer to 

the decision of the Privy Council in Bisset v. Wilkinson (1927). [In that case, the owner of a 

farm told a potential purchaser that he believed the farm could carry a certain number of 

sheep, but the owner had not been a sheep farmer himself and the potential purchaser was 

aware of this fact. The PC held this to be an honest statement of opinion, not a misrep.] A 

very good answer would also note the dicta of Rix J in Avon Insurance plc. v. Swire Fraser 

Ltd. (2000) stating that “a misrepresentation should not be too easily found” (alluding to the 

extensive nature of damages available under the Misrep. Act). However, the facts given for 

the present scenario do not fit fully with those of Bisset: while CC tells HB that it has never 

used the device, and couches the representation as an “opinion”, CC gives a clear impression 

to HB that it has solid knowledge about the device’s capabilities. All in all, it is probable that 

CC has made a misrep. 

 

Assuming CC has made a misrep., s. 2 of the Misrep. Act provides HB with considerable 

potential to be awarded extensive damages, particularly under s. 2(1). The exact remedy 



depends on the nature of the misrep. – is it fraudulent, negligent or merely innocent? A good 

answer would note that it is difficult to establish fraud as this is a serious offence and the 

requisite standard of proof is relatively high, but that due to the Misrep. Act s. 2(1) this 

difficulty is no longer a problem in practice because of the provisions on burden of proof and 

level of damages laid down in the subsection. Elaborating on burden of proof, s. 2(1) 

essentially provides that CC is liable to pay damages unless it had reasonable grounds to 

believe and did believe up to the time the contract was made that the facts it represented were 

true. In other words, CC is, as a point of departure, deemed negligent and has the burden of 

disproving that negligence. A very good answer would add that the burden of disproof under 

s. 2(1) is quite onerous, as illustrated in the case of Howard Marine & Dredging Co. Ltd. v. A. 

Ogden & Sons Ltd. (1978). As for damages under s. 2(1), these are assessed as for the tort of 

deceit (i.e. as if the misrep. was fraudulent): see e.g. Royscot Trust Ltd. v. Rogerson (1991). 

An excellent answer would note that the House of Lords seems to have cast some doubt over 

the validity of this rule (see Smith New Court Securities Ltd. v. Scrimgeour Vickers (Asset 

Management) Ltd. (1997)) but that it is still applied. This means that HB may recover for all 

direct loss suffered as consequence of CC’s misrep., regardless of foreseeability: Doyle v Olby 

(Ironmongers) Ltd. (1969); Smith New Court Securities.  

 

If CC’s misrep. is treated as innocent, HB may still be entitled to monetary relief under 

s. 2(2). However, such compensation cannot be claimed of right; it will be up to a court to 

decide. 

 

 

3. In his judgment in the case Hong Kong Fir Shipping Co. Ltd. v. Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha 

Ltd. (1962), Lord Justice Diplock indicated that a term of a contract will be treated as a 

condition if its breach will deprive the non-breaching party of substantially the whole benefit 

of the contract. Discuss the validity of this characterisation of a condition and discuss the 

significance of the Hong Kong Fir case in English law of contract. 

 

Guidance notes: 

A good answer would first note that Diplock’s characterisation is not fully accurate because 

not all breaches of conditions cause such serious prejudice, and cite the case of The Mihalis 

Angelos (1970) as an example in point [in that case, an “expected readiness” clause in a 

charterparty was held to be a condition even if it could be breached by a very small delay]. 

Secondly, a good answer would go on to put the Hong Kong Fir decision in an historical 

perspective – i.e., noting the previous rigid classification of terms as either conditions or 

warranties, and the fact that the decision introduced a third category of term (“innominate”). 

A very good answer would then note the benefits of the decision in terms of introducing 

greater flexibility to law and, arguably, greater capability to do justice due to its focus on the 

particular facts of each case. At the same time, it would note the problematic effect of the 

decision insofar as it has created more potential for uncertainty – particularly for commercial 

actors. A very good answer would also note that, in order to counter that uncertainty, courts 

have subsequently been inclined to hold that certain terms used by commercial actors in a 

particular market (particularly shipping) will be conditions no matter the consequences of 

breach, and refer here to, e.g., The Mihalis Angelos (1970), Bunge Corp. v. Tradax Export SA 

(1981) and The Naxos (1990).  

 

 


